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Abstract
In this paper we propose Mixed Reality (MR) interfaces as tools for the analysis and exploration of health-related data. Reported findings originate from the research project “SMARTACT” in which several intervention studies are conducted to investigate how participants’ long-term health behavior can be improved. We conducted a focus group to identify limitations of current data analysis technologies and practices, possible uses of MR interfaces and associated open questions to leverage their potentials in the given domain.
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Introduction
Mixed Reality (MR) is defined as the “merging of real and virtual worlds” on a display [17]. Thereby MR displays create the illusion as if virtual objects were situated in the same physical space [18] (Figure 1).
HCI research has demonstrated MR interfaces as being beneficial for several application domains, such as architecture [15], computer-aided instruction [9], education [1,4], medical visualizations [2], and data analysis [7] as well as tools for computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) (e.g., [3,5,12,20]).

In this paper we suggest MR displays as tools to analyze and explore health-related data from mobile interventions. We first present the application domain and then report on our findings from a focus group, which we conducted to better understand how MR displays can enhance analytical tasks within the given domain. We then illustrate potential scenarios both for individual and collaborative analysis of health-related data. In addition, we discuss open questions that research needs to address in order to advance the potentials of MR interfaces as tools for immersive data analysis. At the workshop, we would like discuss about the benefits and tradeoffs of MR technologies for immersive data analysis.

**Description of the Research Project**

This work is part of the SMARTACT [13,14] project. The interdisciplinary project consists of psychologist, sport scientists, computer scientists, and economists and pursues the goal of improving peoples’ long-term health behavior via mobile devices. For this, several contexts, which are essential for subjective well-being (e.g., family environment and work space), are taken into account. We developed a toolbox which enables mobile intervention studies to investigate eating behavior, psychological aspects (e.g., eating motives and emotional states), context-related aspects such as subjective stress levels in different social contexts (e.g., family, workplace), and physical activity. These data are currently gathered via questionnaires, photo taking/food journaling during the intervention studies by the participants’ smartphones and additional physical activity trackers.

For effective health behavior change, users not only need to be able to track their behavior, they also need to be provided with visual presentations of the collected information for self-monitoring [6,8]. The effectiveness of feedback visualizations, however, has not been widely investigated [10].

But analysis of collected data is not only relevant for end users: The ability to interpret end users’ data is also crucial for researchers and medical practitioners. Analysis of data can become particularly challenging for researchers as they typically have to analyze large amounts of data resulting from multiple participants.

**Focus Group: Current Limitations, Opportunities & Challenges**

To identify situations in which MR interfaces can enhance current analysis practices in the given domain, we conducted a focus group (2h) with 11 domain experts (health psychologists, biological psychologists, and interaction designers) from the project. First, current scenarios, in which data needs to be visualized and interpreted, were identified (approx. 45min). In addition, associated limitations were discussed. Then, interaction designers provided an MR technology demonstration of the Oculus Rift [19], which was enhanced with see-through functionality, and the Google Project Tango tablets [11] (approx. 30min). Afterwards, both possible use cases for MR interfaces as tools to enhance visual analysis and open issues were discussed (approx. 45min).
We structured our results according to the identified situations in which visual analysis of health-related data was considered relevant, henceforth referred to as “perspectives.”

1) App users perspective
This perspective refers to the end users and the visual feedback they are provided for self-monitoring.

Current limitations: Researchers considered the display sizes of users’ smartphones the main limitation with respect to the large amounts of time-based and multidimensional data to be visualized. They particularly missed possibilities to effectively visualize behavioral data over time. This makes self-monitoring rather problematic as user may not be able to identify trends in their behavior as relevant data may be off-screen. Furthermore, limited screen sizes allow to visualize only a limited number of dimensions (e.g., eating motives and emotional states) in a comprehensible manner.

Opportunities: There was universal consensus that MR technologies can help end users to better understand their tracked data because these MR technologies can utilize the users’ physical environment to lay out large amounts of data. Thereby users could lay out the time dimension on a walkable time line. Data from additional variables (e.g., type of food and motivation) could then be visualized as data points on a vertical layer at the associated point in time (e.g., through virtual 3D objects). Furthermore, focus group members saw great potentials in the egocentric navigation which MR interface provide, because it allows users to explore their data from different angles, e.g. through optical bearing.

Open questions: While there was universal consensus about the potentials of MR interfaces as tools for visual data analysis, there was no clear answer on how to exactly lay out the data and whether it is reasonable to refer to typical 2D visualization such as bar charts or pie charts. In addition, well established techniques to change the level of detail, such as zooming, may not work comparably well in a 3D space. Another unanswered question was that of data manipulation: in 2D interfaces users can typically customize their data view (e.g., filtering, mapping particular dimension on a scatter plot, changing axes). Thus, research needs to investigate how current practices of data manipulation and view customization can be made possible for these novel interface types in an intuitive way.

2) Researcher perspective
This perspective refers to situations where data that is gathered from one or more end users is analyzed by researchers or a medical practitioner. Researchers typically have to deal with large amounts of data from various participants to identify both intra- and interindividual behavioral differences and patterns. Researchers stated two main goals of visual analysis: 1) identification of so-called behavior signatures of individuals where behavior signatures are defined as situation-dependent factors (e.g., time, duration, and frequency of psychological variables) and 2) visualization of relationships between behavior signatures and related outcomes such as body mass index and blood levels. Currently they use tools like MS Excel [16] for data preparation and Tableau [21] for visual data analysis.

Current limitations: For data analysis they mentioned the restriction that synchronous collaboration is not
sufficiently supported but highly desirable, in particular for explorative tasks such as the identification of behavioral patterns and signatures. In addition, they considered current desktop-based systems too limited in terms of the maximum number of dimensions that can be displayed.

**Opportunities:** The domain experts saw great potential in MR technologies to explore and analyze the large amounts of data from intervention studies. They stated two reasons: First, similar to the end user perspective, the utilization of the physical environment would allow them to better visualize and interpret significantly more data at the same time, and secondly, they considered the potential of co-located and remote collaboration particularly important. Interesting patterns and outliers could then be identified collaboratively and could be discussed immediately. In addition, the provided egocentric navigation would allow them taking different perspectives on the data. Furthermore, they hypothesized that MR interfaces would allow them to cluster data by positioning relevant data points (i.e., from participants who share a specific behavioral pattern) to a distinct place in their physical environment. As a last point they mentioned that the possibility for collaboration via MR interface might also be beneficial in a clinical context: Within their consultation-hours, clinical practitioners might be able to discuss their patients’ data both face-to-face but also via remote collaboration.

**Open questions:** Similar to the issues that have been raised in the app users perspective, domain experts where uncertain on how to exactly visualize the data (e.g., hierarchies of interpersonal data), and how to practically manipulate the data in order to make the mentioned ideas possible (e.g., how to cluster, grab, and move specific data points). In addition, they considered remote collaboration with MR interfaces particularly challenging for analytical tasks: collaborative analysis often requires the collaborators to guide each other’s attention to specific points of interest, which can become problematic when collaborators do not have a shared visual context.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we proposed MR interfaces as tools for immersive exploration and analysis of health-related data. We conducted a focus group to identify limitations of current technologies and practices, possible perspective of MR interfaces and associated open questions to advance their potentials in the given domain.
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